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Targeted therapy for HIV treatment is the antiretroviral therapy but varied types of drug toxicities and 

adverse reactions are quiet common. Homoeopathy is popularly known for its unique methods to tackle the 

infection especially in viral diseases. The study was an open clinical trial using individualized homoeopathic 

medicines selected through repertorization. The aim of study was to observe the changes in CD4 and Viral 

load volumes after intervention of individualized homoeopathic medicines. 90 seropositive patients were 

enrolled in two study centers of Central Council for Research in Homoeopathy (CCRH). 72 patients, who 

completed the follow up period of six months, were assessed. There was significant change in Viral load 

volume as compared to the baseline data (95% CI, 0.16, 1.24, p=0.012), but no significant changes was 

observed in CD4 cells (95% CI, -9.31, 57.84, p=0.154).The other parameters like Body Mass Index (BMI) 

(95%,-1.12,-.57, p<0.001) showed significant improvement. After homoeopathic intervention, WHO-QOL 

(Quality of Life) parameters showed statistical significant changes at p<0.05 in physical health, 

psychological and envirnomental domains but in social domain no significant change was noted.
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CLINICAL RESEARCH

Introduction

An alternative to antiretroviral therapy (ART) is not yet 
established in Complementary and Alternative 
Medicines (CAM) including Homoeopathy due to 
inadequate research. Currently ART is considered to 
be the target therapy for the HIV viral suppression. 
With the introduction of this therapy, quality of life of 
HIV patients has improved because of reduced 

1,2opportunistic infections.  Mortality rate has come 
3-6down drastically due to this intervention.  However, 

all the different regimens of ARTs have been 
associated with varied degrees of adverse drug 
reactions and toxicities in the HIV infected 

7-11individuals.  Since adverse reactions are inevitable 
with antiretroviral drugs, models of safe and suitable 
therapies need to be tested. Homoeopathy is one of 
the emerging complete medical system which offers 
relief in many incurable disease conditions in the most 
individualized and holistic manner without any known 
adverse effects. Various studies have been conducted 
whose results have undoubtedly proven the efficacy of 

this system despite the controversy on undetectable 
12medicinal matter and principle of individualization.

As the HIV infection spreads, number of hypothetical 

observations have come up regarding the treatment 

option in Homoeopathy. Some study reports have 

suggested the use of Phytolacca americana and 

Cyclosporine-A due to similarity of its symptomatology 
13,14 and HIV infection. But later a study conducted by 

Brewitt et al suggested the immuno-modulatory 
15 effects of homoeopathic medicines. Another trial 

using the combination of homoeopathic medicines 

has  shown reasonable improvement in CD4 cells 

counts followed by reduction of viral load in ART 
16 administered patients. A double blind placebo 

controlled trial conducted by Rastogi DP et al (1999) 

suggested statistically significant changes in one 
17group but the other group did not yield any results.  

Some of the study reports  underlined the principle of 

individualization whereas some others were done  

with combination therapies, basically non-homoeo-

pathic in approach. Where the individualization was 

the main focus, those studies have failed to pin point 

any particular medicine for this potentially incurable 

condition. This may be the fundamental difference 

when conducting research in Homoeopathy in 

comparison to conventional clinical trials.
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Thus CCRH of Department of AYUSH, Ministry of 
Health and family Welfare, Govt. of India has initiated 
a multi centre open clinical trial using homoeopathic 
medicines to observe the changes in plasma viral load 
in comparison to CD4 changes in HIV infected patients 
of non targeted ART group. The study was undertaken 
after due consideration of ethical issues. The 
institutional ethical committee has approved non 
targeted ART populations of HIV carriers for the trial.

The study was carried out to ascertain the therapeutic 
role of homoeopathic medicines in checking or 
delaying the progression of HIV infection. This was 
monitored by clinical evaluation of the action of 
homoeopathic medicines on immune system by 
measuring changes in CD4 count; by ascertaining 
changes in HIV plasma viral load and by comparing 
whether the HIV viral load changes are relative to 
change in CD4 cell counts under homoeopathic 
therapy; and to ascertain the changes in physiological 
functions and quality of life amongst HIV infected 
individuals under homoeopathic therapy.

Study design

This was an open-label observational prospective 
multi centre study of 1½ years duration. The samples 
were selected from the confirmed patients of HIV, who 
reported for homoeopathic treatment at the Outpatient 
Department of Regional Research Institute of 
Homoeopathy, Mumbai and Clinical Research Unit of 
Homoeopathy, Chennai. The age of the enrolled 
patients was between 18 to 50 years. Details of the 
study and the possible effects and side effects of 

Aims and Objectives

Materials and Methods

therapy were explained and the availability of ART 
was also intimated prior to the enrollment of the 
participants in the study. An informed consent was 
obtained from the HIV patients prior to the enrollment 
in the study.

Preliminary assessment of health status of each 
patient was done as a pre-requisite for the enrollment 
as per the inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table1). All 
the prerequisite Laboratory investigations were also 
done at base line. The impact of the intervention on 
Quality of Life (QOL) was assessed on WHO-QOL 
instrument by the patients at entry and at the end of 
trial. All four domains of WHO-QOL were tested using 
WHO-QOL BREF, having 26 questions in Hindi and in 
Tamil language considering the predominance of local 
language. A medico social worker was engaged to 
monitor the same. Viral load assessment was done at 
the baseline and at the end of trial. Body Mass Index 
(BMI) was calculated at the baseline as well as at the 
end of the study. Apart from the virological and 
immunological assessment, Complete Blood Count 
(CBC), ESR, Liver Function Tests (LFT), Renal 
Function Tests (RFT), Mantoux test, VDRL and X-ray 
of chest were done at the baseline. The same were 
repeated at the end of the study except the X-ray, 
VDRL and Mantoux test. CBC and LFT were repeated 
after three months.

Those patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were 
enrolled for the trial. Detailed case history of each 
patient was taken in a predefined recording format, 
includes various aspects of the patient for individuali-
zation to get the similimum.

90 patients of various categories of HIV infection as 

per the CDC classification were enrolled in the trial. 

Table 1:  Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria
! Positive antibody test for HIV as per NACO (India) guidelines.
! Both sexes between 18 and 50 years of age
! CD4 count 250/cu.mm and above
! Viral Load assay report

Exclusion criteria
! Undergoing treatment for systemic disease viz. diabetes, hypertension etc. and is on 

regular conventional treatment
! VDRL-Reactive
! Hepatitis B positive
! Active mycobacterium tuberculosis infection
! Continuing drug abuse
! Having taken any conventional antiretroviral drugs in the past 12 weeks
! Pregnant and lactating mothers
! CD4 count below 250/cu.mm
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Out of 90, 13 patients were loss to follow up and, 

therefore dropped from the study, 5 patients were 

withdrawn due to deficient post intervention viral load 

testing and CD4 assessment owing to delayed follow 

up reporting. Only 72 patients were analyzed who 

completed the required follow up of six months in 

which 40 (55.56%) patients were in A1 category, 30 

(41.67%) in A2 and one each in B1 and B2 category. 

Homoeopathic medicines, were procured from M/s. 

Sharda Boiron Laboratories Pvt. Ltd. Sahibabad, U.P. 

Both the centers used the same batch of the 

medicines. The follow up was scheduled every two 

weeks. This study allowed the concerned investi-

gators to prescribe the medicines after the repertori-

zation by using Complete Repertory of CARA version 

4 software and medicines were finalized for prescrip-

tion after considering various factors such as thermal 

modalities, constitutional features and other specific 

features which are not covered in the repertorization 

process but significant to the patient. This ensured the 

individualization of the case as far as possible and 

negated the possibility of a predefined prescription. 

The medicines were prescribed in 6C, 12C, 30C, 

200C, 1M and 10M potencies. For acute complaints 

acute remedies were allowed to be prescribed as and 

when required but restricted to the potencies 

mentioned earlier. No diet restriction was instructed 

unless it was warranted for any specific clinical 

conditions.

The outcome was analyzed through various statistical 

methods using SPSS software (ver. 16). The data was 

statistically evaluated using the‘t’ test.

Of the 90 patients enrolled under this study, 72 were 

followed up for a period 6 months having mean age of 

33.86±5.635, 21 were males and 51 were females. 65 

(90.28%) patients belonged to low socio-economic 

background and only 7 (9.72%) were from middle 

income group. Of the 72 HIV patients, 24  (33.3%) 

patients were labourers, 18 (25%) were house wives, 

17 (23.6%) were working in nongovernmental organi-

zations (NGO), 6 (8.3%) were in agriculture, 4 (5.6%) 

patients were drivers and 3 (4.2%) were in 

Government jobs (Table 2).

Results

Table 2 : Demographic characteristics

Characteristics Frequencies (percentage) (n=72)

Age
20-30 years 21 (29.2)
31-40 years 42 (58.3)
41-50 years 9 (12.5)

Sex
Male 21 (29.1)

Female 51 (70.8)

Socio-economic status
Low income group 65 (90.3)
Middle income group 07 (9.7)

Occupation
Agriculture 06 (8.3)

Laborer 24 (33.3)

Driver 04 (5.6)

NGO worker 17 (23.6)

House wife 18 (25.0)

Govt. employee 03 (4.2)
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Table 3: Frequently prescribed medicines

Name of the medicine P value

At entry At end

 Calcarea carbonica 9.36  ± 1.96 8.97  ±   2.06

 
0.357

Lycopodium clavatum 10.02  ± 1.64 8.53  ±  2.03
 

0.045*

Natrum muriaticum 8.29  ±  2.10 8.66  ±   2.39
 

0.650

Phosphorus 9.50 ± 3.16 9.46 ± 2.69  0.969

Pulsatilla 8.92 ± 2.66 7.77 ± 2.38  0.188

Rhus toxicodendron 11.36 ± 1.45 11.81 ± 1.81  0.356

Sepia 9.37 ± 0.56 8.39 ± 2.67
 

0.615

Sulphur 11.18 ± 1.36 9.83 ± 2.04
 

0.122

Mean ± SD of viral load

*Using paired ‘t’ test (symptoms score before and after treatment) P value <0.05 was significant. 

Mean body weight at entry was 58.33±12.63 and at the 
end of the trial was 57.9±13.67. The mean BMI 
calculated at the entry was 22.79±4.43 and at the end 
of study was 22.95±4.30 and showed significant 
(p=0.001) improvement in weight by medicines.

Table 3 shows the homoeopathic medicines 
prescribed during the trial period. The frequently used 
medicines were Lycopodium clavatum (n=12), Natrum 
muriaticum (n=11), Phosphorus (n=11) and Pulsatilla 

(n=11). Only Lycopodium clavatum (n=12) has shown 
statistically significant result in the trial (p=0.045) as an 
individualized medicine prescription.

The post intervention CD4 data was compared to the 

baseline (95% CI, -9.31, 57.84, p=0.154) which was 

not significant. But the viral load change was 

significant (95% CI, 0.16, 1.24, p=0.012) after the 

intervention.

QOL domains tested were physical health (D1), 
psychological health (D2), social relationships (D3) 
and environmental (D4). QOL Domains  score were 
analysed before and after the treatment by using 
paired ‘t’ test and showed significance in physical 

health (p=0.012), psychological health (p=0.001) and 
environmental (p=0.000) but in social (p=0.114), does 
not showed significant change in domain score
(Table 4).

Table 4: WHO QOL Domains

Name of the medicine P value

At entry At end

Physical health

Psychological

Social

Environmental

Mean ± SD of viral load

24.56±3.827 27.00±7.510 0.012* 

19.88±3.696 21.42±3.782 0.001* 

10.74±2.421 11.72±5.217 0.114 

26.94±5.307 28.67±5.366 0.000* 

*Paired ‘t’ test p<0.05 is significant
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All other tests has not shown any positive change in 
the trial except Serum Alkaline Phosphatase which 
had significant reduction within the normal range 
which has no significance in the less advanced HIV 
infection.

The Homoeopathy system of treatment is embroiled in 
controversy since its discovery due to unconventional 
approaches and rejecting essential existence of 
material doses for curing or relieving any disease 
conditions. Since individualization is the target in 
every homoeopathic prescription, focusing a 
particular medicine for a specific diagnosis will derail 
the purpose of curing disease condition. Within the 
limited scope of individualization this clinical trial was 
done to explore the possibilities of using individualized 
homoeopathic medicines in HIV infected cases.

Though limitations do exist in conducting research in 
the conventional methods, we tried to explore the 
evidence based data which have evolved during this 
trial. This study is such where the data procured pre 
and post interventions were analyzed using various 
statistical methods. Though this was an open trial 
without a control arm, the principle of individualization 
was maintained throughout the study.

Discussion

70.8% of the patients were female in the study, one of 

the trends emerging in India, seeking medical care in 

HIV. This is because they are in the receiving end of 

infection due to the promiscuous behavior of their 

partners and inability in decision making capacity in 

their sexual preferences due to male dominancy and 
18various other socio-cultural compulsions.  This is 

again leading to vertical transmission of the infection 
19to their newborn infants.

CD4 cell counts have not shown significant change in 

this trial in post intervention (p=154) period, it has been 

observed that the decline in CD4 cell counts was very 

minimal from baseline (549.56 ±186.62) to at the end 

(525.29 ±200.89) of the study (Table 5). But the viral 

load has responded to the therapy (p=<0.012) 

significantly. The reason for this shift in viral load 

irrespective of the changes in CD4 needs further 

study. Some possible explanation accounting for viral 

load reduction may be the Cytotoxic lymphocyte 
20response.  The loss of correlation between viral load 

and CD4 cell count was also reported cases where 

there was  co-infection  with Human T Lymphotropic 

Virus-1 (HTLV-1) which was not assessed in this 
21study.

Table 5: Mean baseline value and mean end value

Investigations

CD4

Viral load

Body weight

Mean Baseline variables (SD)
(N=72)

Mean variables at end (SD)
(N=72)

549.56 ± 186.62 525.29±200.89

9.6174 ± 2.34294 8.9153±2.55332

58.33 ± 12.63 57.90±13.69

In support of the significance of the viral load changes 

observed we have taken into consideration the Quality 

of Life through the WHO-QOL instrument. The 

different domains are significantly shifted in favour of 

improved quality of life of the patient. The physical well 

being (Domain1) scoring had maximum shift which is 

indicative of the effectiveness of the modality of 

treatment used in the trial (p=0.012). The overall 

improvement indices would have been better if the 

follow-up period was more than six months. The QOL 

was self administered and the same was provided in 

the regional languages. The physical well being is 

indirectly observed again through the comparison of 

baseline BMI and post intervention BMI (p≤0.0001). 

Since the BMI is simple and direct predictor of the 

progression of HIV, the outcome significantly proves 
22-24the effectiveness of the current intervention.

All the ART therapies are destined for inhibition in 

various stages of viral replications and the outcome 

was predictive due to its targeted quality. Whereas trial 

medicines used in this study had neither any targeted 

action on viral replication nor any inhibitive properties 

as such. The remedy selection was made purely on 

the basis of symptoms expressed by the patients. The 

data has significance in the light of failure of 

vaccination trials in HIV and drug resistance in 

prolonged ART usage due to failed adherence and 
25-29 mutation of virus all over the world. Thus an 
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alternative option like application of homoeopathic 

medicines is to be developed to treat HIV infection.

During the trial period patients were advised to take 

only homoeopathic medicines though they were  

given the  liberty to take  other medications  in case of 

any acute infections like fever, cold etc.

Despite the significant results, this study has certain 

limitations. This was an open trial and no control was 

used in this study.

The study has shown significant changes in viral load 

volume which was one of the objectives of the study. 

However no change was observed in respect to CD4 

cells. There were significant changes in the QOL and 

BMI. The study has underlined the effectiveness of the 

trial which is required to be replicated using a control 

arm in larger sample size.
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